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Abstract

[Context and motivation] While eliciting, prioritizing, and imple-
menting requirements, requirements engineers and developers contin-
uously make decisions. They establish important decision knowledge
that needs to be documented and exploited, i. e., thoroughly managed,
so that it contributes to the evolution and future changes of a software
system. [Question/problem] The management of decision knowledge
is difficult for various reasons: 1) The documentation process is an ad-
ditional effort, i. e., it is intrusive in the development process. 2) The
documented knowledge can be of low quality in terms of completeness
and consistency. 3) It might be distributed across many documen-
tation locations, such as issue comments and commit messages, and
thus difficult to access and use. [Principal ideas/results] Continu-
ous software engineering (CSE) emerged as a development process that
involves frequent, incremental decision making, implementation, and
validation of requirements. During CSE, requirements engineers and
developers implicitly document decision knowledge during established
practices, such as committing code, working with issues in an issue
tracking system, or conducting meetings. That means that CSE of-
fers opportunities for the non-intrusive capturing of decision knowledge
in various documentation locations. [Contribution] We develop the
ConDec tools (https://se.ifi.uni-heidelberg.de/condec.html) that sup-
port requirements engineers and developers in documenting and ex-
ploiting decision knowledge directly within the tools they use, such as
issue tracking and wiki systems, related to various software artifacts,
such as requirements and code, and during change impact analysis.

1 Introduction
Continuous software engineering (CSE) is an agile software development process that supports the incremental
implementation of requirements and their timely validation through user feedback [9]. During CSE, requirements
engineers and developers make and realize decisions in a frequent and iterative manner. In particular, they estab-
lish important decision knowledge, i. e., knowledge about decisions and their rationale related to the requirements
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Figure 1: Left: Decision knowledge captured in the description of a Jira user story. Right: The user story 1 ,
development tasks 2 , 3 , and decision knowledge visualized as a tree. The summary of the unsolved issue 4 is
highlighted in red font. The knowledge tree is interactive, e. g., via a context menu and drag&drop possibility.

of the software under development. It has been known for long that the management of decision knowledge is
important to evolve a software system and to cope with future changes [4]. For example, Roeller et al. [19] state
that “decisions are like material floating in a pond. When not touched for a while, they sink and disappear
from sight [...] [and] are the most difficult to change at a later stage.” The management of decision knowledge
comprises its documentation and exploitation. It is also referred to as rationale management [8].

Several reasons hinder requirements engineers and developers from systematically managing decision knowl-
edge. Problems are 1) the intrusiveness and overhead of the documentation in a separate tool, 2) a low decision
knowledge documentation quality in terms of incompleteness and obsolescence, i. e., inconsistency, and 3) the
distributed documentation locations, which make the documented decision knowledge hard to exploit [12]. CSE
and current software development tools provide opportunities to minimize the overhead of the documentation of
decision knowledge. Issue tracking and version control systems offer lightweight documentation locations, such
as issue comments, commit messages, and code comments used in established practices such as committing code.
However, challenges remain in the low quality of the decision knowledge documentation and the exploitation of
knowledge in various documentation locations. Our long term vision is an on-demand decision documentation as
part of the on-demand developer documentation [18] in that requirements engineers and developers continuously
document, share, and exploit decision knowledge. In our previous work [11, 14], we presented requirements for
the management of decision knowledge in CSE. In this paper, we describe the resulting ConDec tools for the
continuous management of decision knowledge that aim to tackle the three problems of rationale management.
To overcome the intrusiveness, ConDec directly integrates into the development tools that requirements engineers
and developers often use, for example, into the issue tracking system, version control system, wiki system, chat
system, and the integrated development environment. Currently, the ConDec tools consist of a Jira, an Eclipse,
a Confluence, a Slack, and a Bitbucket plugin. The ConDec tools are open source.1

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the ConDec features and views,
whereas Section 3 summarizes important design decisions. Section 4 sketches a scenario on the tools’ usage. In
Section 5, we present evaluation plans. Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 ConDec Features and Views
In the following, we present an overview of the features (italic highlighting) and views of the ConDec tools.

Knowledge consists of knowledge elements and relationships among them. Knowledge elements are software
artifacts such as requirements, development tasks, source code, and also decision knowledge elements. ConDec
enables to configure the model that defines which decision knowledge elements and relationships are used. The
default decision knowledge elements are: the issue, i. e. decision problem, to be solved , alternatives , pro-
and con-arguments , and the decision . ConDec supports bidirectional relationships that are commonly used
to model the interdependencies between solution options, i. e., between decisions and alternatives [15]: enables,
constrains, forbids, comprises, subsumes, overrides, and relates. In addition, pro-arguments support solution

1https://github.com/cures-hub
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Figure 2: Chronology view with filters. The summary of the unsolved issue is highlighted in red font.

options, whereas con-arguments attack solution options. ConDec enables requirements engineers and developers
in documenting decision knowledge directly in the tools that they work in. In Jira, they document decision
knowledge within the description and comments of existing Jira issues such as user stories or tasks (Figure 1,
left). Also, they can create new Jira issues with distinct types of decision knowledge. Besides, ConDec supports
the documentation of decision knowledge in code comments, commit messages, Confluence wiki pages, and Slack
chat messages. Requirements engineers and developers manually mark text as a respective decision knowledge
element. They are supported by a text classifier that automatically identifies decision knowledge elements.

ConDec builds up and visualizes the knowledge graph consisting of knowledge elements. The knowledge graph
is accessible from single knowledge elements such as requirements and code classes. The right side in Figure 1
shows a view included in a Jira issue. ConDec provides other views, such as an overview of all decision knowledge
elements in a project, a view for the entire knowledge graph, a chronology view as suggested by Lee and Kruchten
[16] (Figure 2), and a matrix view as suggested by Boer et al. [2]. Requirements engineers and developers use
the integrated knowledge visualization to understand the requirements of a software system along with decisions
related to their elicitation or implementation. They make new decisions consistent with the requirements and
former decisions by exploiting the knowledge graph during changes, to estimate change impacts. ConDec offers
various filters. Filter criteria are the textual content of knowledge elements, the types of knowledge elements
and relationships, status, documentation location, distance in the knowledge graph, and time. For example,
requirements engineers could view decisions for a requirement only, without seeing the tasks and alternatives.

Requirements engineers are supported in creating meeting agendas filled with decision knowledge matching
the given filter criteria (Figure 3, left) and in documenting decision knowledge in meetings. The ConDec Slack
tool comprises a chat bot that supports both the requirements engineers and the developers in exporting decision
knowledge captured in chat channels to the respective requirement. Besides, the chat bot informs them about
new decision problems and decisions regarding requirements in an information channel. The communication is
supported through automated release notes including decision knowledge for the particular release. To exploit the
documentation, it must be of high quality. ConDec supports quality checking using dashboards and enforcement
of the complete documentation of decision knowledge. The completeness can be a quality gate in pull requests
so that they can only be accepted and the branch be merged if the quality check is passed (Figure 3, right).

3 ConDec Architecture
This section presents decisions concerning the ConDec architecture. The ConDec tools are plugins for existing
development tools and thus bound to the respective plugin framework and programming languages. Mainly, the
tools are written in Java, JavaScript, and other languages for web development. An issue was where to persist
and how to synchronize the knowledge from different locations. We decided to use Jira and git as the central
decision knowledge repositories. Decision knowledge from other locations such as chat messages is exported to
Jira and then maintained there—close to the requirements and code. To enable the explicit capturing of decision
knowledge in the description and comments of Jira issues and their linking with other knowledge elements,
the ConDec Jira plugin introduces two new database tables created with the active objects framework. The
knowledge graph is represented with the jGraphT library similarly to [5]. It is a singleton object and is only
updated by changes, e. g., when a new element is added. The alternative would be to recreate the entire knowledge



Figure 3: Left: Macro to create a meeting agenda as part of the ConDec Confluence plugin. Right: Merge
check for decision knowledge completeness as part of the ConDec Bitbucket plugin.

developer@refsq /home/dev0/myproject (CONDECDEMO-2.pw.storage)
$ git commit –a
Encrypt the password with the SHA1 algorithm

Figure 4: Left: Commit message containing a design decision. The developer works on a branch related to a
development task. Right: Subtree of the knowledge tree in Figure 1 with the design decision as a new leaf node.
The formerly open issue is now solved.

graph for every user interaction, which is not efficient. For graph visualization, ConDec uses the jstree, treant,
and vis.js JavaScript libraries and the gephi library in Eclipse. REST APIs are extensively used throughout all
the plugins for communication. The ConDec Eclipse plugin uses the Jira REST Java client library to access
Jira’s REST API. The ConDec Jira plugin offers a REST API to document and access decision knowledge. For
example, this REST API is used in the ConDec Slack plugin to export decision knowledge elements from Slack
to Jira. Git repositories, e. g., commits related to Jira issues, are accessed by using the jgit library.

4 ConDec Scenario
In the following, we describe a scenario to demonstrate how ConDec supports knowledge management for re-
quirements engineers and developers. In Figure 1, the requirements engineer creates the user story As a user,
I want to choose a password so that I can securely log in to the system and captures the issue whether passwords
should pass a security check as well as the decision to integrate a library for it. The requirements engineer
creates the following development tasks that split the requirement: Enable to persist passwords and Imple-
ment password strength checking. The developer assigned to the task captures the issue How to encrypt the
password? in a comment of the first task. ConDec visualizes the knowledge graph and automatically appends
this issue to the knowledge tree (Figure 1- 4 ). During a meeting, the requirements engineer and developers spot
unsolved decision problems from the meeting agenda (Figure 3, left). They orally decide to encrypt passwords
with the SHA1 algorithm but do not document it. The developer implements the first task on a feature branch.
The branch cannot be merged back to the master branch as long the issue is still unsolved (Figure 3, right). The
developer makes a commit on this branch with the decision Encrypt the password with the SHA1 algorithm
being part of the commit message (Figure 4, left). The text classifier automatically identifies the decision in
the commit message. Since the branch and the commits are linked to the task, ConDec automatically relates
the decision to the issue. The issue is marked as solved and the red highlighting is removed (Figure 4, right).
The developer is allowed to merge the branch back to the mainline as the decision knowledge documentation is
complete in the sense that both the issue and the decision are documented.

5 Evaluation
For the evaluation of the ConDec tools, we use the following design that targets agile project courses with
students. We introduce students to rationale management by giving an introductory lecture at the beginning of
a course [13]. Afterward, the students apply the ConDec tools over the duration of one semester. The evaluation



addresses two goals: The first goal is to show the acceptance of the ConDec tools. The students participating in
the evaluation need to answer questions in a written form and during interviews. We derive the questions in a
questionnaire by considering the variables of the technology acceptance model [7]: the perceived usefulness, the
perceived ease of use, and the intention to use. We ask the students to provide detailed feedback on the features
for the management of decision knowledge they applied. In particular, we want to evaluate the text classification
feature. The accuracy of the text classifier is not perfect and differs for every project and developer. We need
to evaluate to what extent the developers are triggered to explicitly capture decision knowledge even if the text
classifier has false positives. The second goal is to assess the quality of the established data sets in terms of
consistency and completeness of the documented knowledge.

Using the design described above, we already collected data from two teams of a multi-project course at the
Technical University of Munich. Currently, we are gathering additional data from another course at Heidelberg
University. The projects at university aim to simulate an industrial environment and do have industrial cus-
tomers. Nevertheless, it would be beneficial to evaluate the ConDec tools in real industry since practitioners
might have a better feeling of decision-making issues in industrial projects than students. Currently, we have no
plans for implementing the ConDec tools in an industrial environment outside the university. However, we are
positive that the ConDec tools could be installed in industrial projects as long as the underlying tools fit, e. g.,
Jira is used as the issue tracking system.

6 Related Work
This section discusses related tools for the management of decision knowledge. Hesse et al. [10] and Capilla et al.
[4] list and compare existing tools, such as SEURAT [3], the Decision Architect [17], and Archie [6]. Many of
these existing tools focus on the documentation of architectural design decisions as they are difficult to change
in the future and thus very important. ConDec enables to capture architectural design decisions but also other
kinds of decisions, e. g., related to the elicitation and prioritization of requirements.

The first goal of ConDec is to minimize the intrusiveness of the documentation and exploitation of decision
knowledge. For this, ConDec enables requirements engineers and developers to document decision knowledge
in various locations, such as chat messages, commit messages, and issue comments, which is different to the
tools mentioned above. Besides, ConDec enables the requirements engineers and developers to access the docu-
mentation from within the various tools they work with so that they do not have to change their development
context. To support easy documentation, ConDec offers a text classification feature. Bhat et al. [1] develop a
tool to manage architectural design decisions that also offers a text classification feature for decision knowledge.
Their classifier identifies different types of decisions, e. g., existence and ban decisions [15], whereas our classifier
identifies different types of decision knowledge, i. e., the issue (decision problem), alternatives, the decision, as
well as pro- and con-arguments. Our classifier does not distinguish different types of decisions but we consider
this as a future improvement. Bhat et al. [1] use the architecture knowledge management system AMELIE as
the central repository and also the viewpoint for software artifacts such as requirements, stakeholders, and ar-
chitectural elements, and decisions. ConDec uses Jira and git as the central repositories for decision knowledge,
requirements, and code. In ConDec, the decision knowledge views are part of many tools.

The second goal of ConDec is to maximize the quality of the documented decision knowledge in terms of
completeness and consistency. SEURAT also offers metrics to infer whether the rationale documentation is
complete and produces warnings if it detects incompleteness, e. g., if an alternative has more pro-arguments than
the decision [3]. ConDec uses similar metrics. Besides, it offers the merge check in pull requests and dashboards.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
ConDec supports requirements engineers and developers in managing decision knowledge in a lightweight and non-
intrusive way. It integrates knowledge from different documentation locations and provides a means to support
and assess the documentation quality. In our future work, we will evaluate on how the decision knowledge helps
new team members in getting insight into the system’s decision history, improves the ongoing development, and
supports future changes. We plan to improve the support for change impact analysis. Currently, ConDec supports
manual inspection of the relationships between decisions and other knowledge elements in the knowledge graph,
which can be used to investigate how a change in a decision may affect other decisions. Carrillo and Capilla [5]
describe a more advanced ripple effect algorithm and a technique to assess the stability of decisions. For this, they
also categorize dependency types between decisions into only four categories. We will adopt this simplification,
but also enable the ConDec users to configure more dependency types.
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